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Unit 5

lesson 1

School

1. Write down which new subjects you will study in secondary school.

Do you know any more subjects? Write them down.

2.

What do the children in the film want to be when they grow up?

A. Draw a line to match the name to the profession.
Luca

vet

Myla

police officer

Liam

fashion designer

B. Fill in the right answer.
Choose from: topic – geography – chapter – homework – maths – to study
1. Do we have a lot of

for tomorrow?

2. Yes, we have some

and

94

.
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3. What is the

for geography?

4. We have to learn a

on important cities in North America.

5. I’m going to have

3.

really hard to be a vet.

Listen to the song.

What are the girls in the song not going to be when they grow up?
Tick the correct answers.
O mechanics

O teachers

O hairdressers

O policewomen

O doctors

4. Look at the text and the picture.
What do you think this text is about? Tick the right answer.
The text is about:
O secondary schools that teach special subjects.
O children whose parents work at the circus.
O secondary schools in South America.
Schools around the world
Maybe you are going to a secondary school that teaches special subjects. There are
secondary schools that offer special sports classes, or that teach all the lessons in English.
In other parts of the world there are schools that are special too.
Hanging out at school
What is cooler than going to a school where you can
learn to be a clown? At the Cirque du Monde schools,
students learn clowning, acrobatics, and other circus
skills in their P.E. classes. In this way, street kids in
countries like Brazil and Cameroon have a place to live
and also a way to earn money. Students from these
schools show their circus skills all over the world.
ninety-five
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5.

Do the dialogue.

Listen and repeat the phrases.

Doris:

Do we have a lot of homework for tomorrow?

Jason:

Yes we do. We have ... Geography.

Doris:

What topic?

Jason:

Weather and the climate in Northern Europe.

Work in pairs and repeat the text.

6.

Do it yourself.

Change the subjects and topics in the dialogue between Jason and Doris. Write down more
subjects and topics. Then practise the dialogue again with a classmate.
Subjects

Topics

History

World War II

French

Ma Famille

English

Verb to be

Nice to know
itish
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Finished? Do this.
Find the words in the puzzle. Cross out the letters.
BIOLOGY
SCIENCE
DUTCH
HISTORY
MUSIC
CHEMISTRY
ENGLISH
GEOGRAPHY
MATHS

H
W
E
E
G
A
Y
S
O

C
A
C
N
E
C
R
C
Y

T
I
N
G
O
H
O
M
G

U
T
E
L
G
E
T
U
O

D
T
I
I
R
M
S
S
L

I
O
C
S
A
I
I
I
O

C
G
S
H
P
S
H
C
I

A
O
S
S
H
T
A
M
B

N
T
E
O
Y
R
R
H
L

’T
O
C
N
D
Y
Y
O
!

Finished? Write down the letters you didn’t cross out.

Finished? Test yourself.
At secondary school, English lessons will be different from the English lessons at primary
school. What do you think? Tick the boxes.
1. English will be easier.

O True

O False

2. We’re going to learn grammar.

O True

O False

3. The words will be more difficult.

O True

O False

This is a text from a secondary school course book.
From photos of sights in Sydney, I reckon everyone would be able to recognize it. It’s
definitely the most famous place in Australia – maybe even in the world.
The first thing you see is Sydney Harbour bridge, which crosses the harbour itself. The
Sydneysiders call it “the coathanger” which sounds a bit funny until you see it, and then
you understand where the name came from. It’s a massive arch and it has loads of sailing
boats and yachts going underneath it all the time. Sometimes you see jet boats too, and
there are always lots of ferries doing tourist trips.
Is this more or less difficult than you expected? Circle what you think.
4. This is more / less difficult than I expected.
Can you answer the following questions after reading the text?
5. What are Sydneysiders?

.

6. Which word is the odd one out?: sailing boat – bridge – ferry – yacht:
ninety-seven
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Unit 5

1.

lesson 2

School

Write down every profession that you and your class can think of.

professions

Now act out one of the professions and let your classmates guess what you are.

2.

Why did Liam have to clean the classroom in the film?

A. Choose the right answer.
O He was playing with a piece of paper and it landed on his teacher’s head.
O He was playing with a piece of paper and it landed in his teacher’s coffee.
O He was playing with a rubber band and it landed in his teacher’s coffee.
O He was playing with his pencil and it landed on his teacher’s desk.
B. Did or didn’t. Read the sentence. Circle the right answer.
Grammar tip: yes = did; no = didn’t
1. What did / didn’t you do?
2. Yes, I did / didn’t see that.
3. No, I did / didn’t have a break.
4. No, I did / didn’t have to write lines.
5. Yes, I did / didn’t have to clean the classroom.
6. Yes, I did / didn’t do my maths homework.
7. No, I did / didn’t study the geography chapter.

98

ninety-eight
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3.

Listen to the dialogue.

What was Daniel’s dad like at secondary school?
O He was one of the cool kids, popular with the girls.
O He was a bit of a nerd.
O The teachers hated him.

4. Answer the questions about the dialogue.
True or false. Circle the right answers.
1. Daniel’s dad cried when his experiment blew up.

True / false

2. Vivienne was very much in love with Daniel’s dad.

True / false

3. The principal says Daniel’s dad was a serious student.

True / false

Do you think Daniel’s dad had a wonderful time at secondary school? Yes or no?
Explain your answer.

Phrases to know
Daniel is a bit lazy
.
Daniel goes to m
aths clas

Daniel sits behind
Grace in maths cl

ass.

Daniel’s dad was
s.

a bit lazy.

Daniel’s dad wen

t to maths class.

Daniel’s dad sat be

hind

Vivienne in maths

class.

ninety-nine
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5. Fill in the gaps.
Choose from: goes – is – went – sits – sat – was
1. Daniel

to secondary school.

2. Daniel’s father
3. Daniel

to secondary school.
an eleven-year-old boy.

4. Daniel’s father
5. Daniel

an eleven-year-old boy.
next to his friend Tom.

6. Daniel’s father

next to his friend Ian.

6. Answer the questions about the dialogue.
They talk about secondary school.
Read the sentences and the words with the mixed up letters. Write down the correct words.
1. Daniel and his dad go to the conseryda loscho open day.
2. First they go to the cesince classroom.
3. Daniel’s dad was good at misrychet.
4. Vivienne sat in front of Daniel’s dad in tmash lsacs.
5. The teacher made him od snlie.
6. The ncilaprip says Daniel’s dad always got high marks.

7.

Listen to the song.

A. Why doesn’t the girl in the song want to be a doctor?
Circle the correct answers.
Because she doesn’t like:
cuts
people
ambulances
blood

100 a hundred
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B. Match the professions and the words.
haircut

stitches

robbery

criminals

cuts

lice

hairdresser
doctor
policeman

Finished? Do this.
Play pictionary. Make teams. Choose a card. Draw the profession that is written on the card.
How many professions can your team mates guess in two minutes? The
team that guesses the most professions wins.

Finished? Find out.
Match the pictures and the jobs.
What else does a ... need?
principal

musician

fashion designer

policeman

hairdresser

dancer

a hundred and one
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Unit 5

1.

lesson 3

School

Listen and repeat.
They score many goals,
but we score more
‘cause we score the most.
They run fast,
but we run faster,
‘cause we are the fastest.
They are good,
but we are better,
‘cause we are the best!

2.

Listen to the dialogue.

Which subjects do the girls have homework for?
The girls have homework for:

3.

Do the dialogue.

Repeat the text with a classmate.

Jasmine:

Do we have a lot of homework for tomorrow?

Libby:

Yes, we do, we have French.

Jasmine:

Which chapter?

102
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Libby:

Chapter eleven, about the beach.

Jasmine:

Oh, la plage. I love French. It makes me think of Jean Claude, le soleil, l’amour,
le disco. Anything else?

Libby:

And we have English ...

Jasmine:

What topic?

Libby:

‘Around the town’: we have to learn the words.

Jasmine:

I’m good at English, my favorite subject. I think of London, the double deckers
and of course Ben, so romantic. What else?

Libby:

And finally a lot of homework for maths, don’t tell me: you love maths, makes
you think of Pythagoras, triangles, numbers ...

Jasmine:

Well, I do think of blue eyes, good hair, great tan: Matthew Collins, who is in our
maths class!

4.

Do it yourself.

Fill in the following dialogue. Write down your own answers.

Classmate 1:

Do we have a lot of homework for tomorrow?

Classmate 2:

Yes, we do, we have

Classmate 1:

What topic?

.

Classmate 2:

.

Classmate 1:

I’m good at/I’m not good at

Classmate 2:

We have

Classmate 1:

What topic?

. What else?
.

Classmate 2:

.

Practise the dialogue with a classmate. Swap roles.

5.

Which professions did you hear?

Tick the professions that you heard.
O policeman

O hairdresser

O baker

O janitor

O vet

O fashion designer

O engineer

a hundred and three
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6.

Do the dialogue.

Listen again and repeat the phrases.

Adam:

What do you want to be when you grow up?

Tyler:

I want to be a policeman, just like my dad. He is the best policeman in the world.

Adam:

My father is a vet, he helps animals. That’s a much better job.

Tyler:

My dad is very strong, he always has to fight.

Adam:

My father is much stronger, he cuts animals open. That is much worse.

Tyler:

My father has to arrest people, maybe he’ll arrest your father.

Adam:

He can’t arrest my father, because my father is much faster... he’ll run away.

Tyler:

Or maybe I want to be a hairdresser, like my mother, she makes people beautiful.

Adam:

And I want to be a fashion designer like my mother, she makes people more
beautiful.

Tyler:

She can’t make my mother more beautiful, ‘cause my mother is the most beautiful
mother in the world’.

Adam:

When I grow up will you still be my friend?

Tyler:

I will be your best friend in the world.

Repeat the text with a classmate.

Phrases to know
1. His father is a
good policeman.
Your father is a be
tter policeman.
My father is the be
st policeman.
2. A lion is fast.
A tiger is faster.
A cheetah is the fa

stest.

3. Her mother is
be

autiful.

Your mother is m
My mother is the

ore beautiful.

most beautiful.

104 a hundred and four
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1. Now try this with: bad – worse – worst.

2. Now try this with: slow – slower – slowest.

3. Now try this with: boring – more boring – most boring.

7.

Look and listen.

Finished? Do this.
The words in the sentences are mixed up. What are the correct words?
Fill in the crossword.
1. You can find more information in rtchaep eleven of your book.
2. When I spend a lot of time on my homework I always get high smrak.
3. My parents make sure I always go to school. They say my oncdeuati is very important.
4. I love to prepare dinner and to cook, when I grow up I want to be a fceh.
5. When my pet is ill, I take him to the ireniavteanr.
6. I like to play a lot of musical instruments, when I grow up I’ll be a icmanusi.
7. If you ytsud hard, you’ll get high marks.
8. My hair is far too long, it is time for a visit to the iadrrseshre.
9. You always seem to shout, you are far too synoi.
10. If you don’t understand your teacher, you must ask him to anxelpi.
a hundred and five
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
The word you can read under the arrow is:

Finished? Complete the poem.
Your teacher will give you a poem.

106
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Unit 5

lesson 4

School

1. Going to secondary school.
Write down the subjects you have in a normal secondary school. Can you act them out?

Write down the subjects you can have in a special secondary school. Can you act them out?
For example: subjects in a sports school, a dance school, a drama school, ...

a hundred and seven
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2. Read the text.
1. What’s special about the school in Sudan?
Tick the right answers.
O They learn how to grow apples.
O The schools move around.
O The children study at night.
O The teachers are shepherds.
2. Can you give two examples of subjects you take in a Cirque du Monde School?

3. Why do the children at the Nomad Mobile schools bring cows and goats to their
teachers?
O Because the teachers don’t like apples.
O Because they teach them to look after cattle.
O Because they can use them to move around.
O Because they want to thank them for travelling with them.
4. Why are there classes in July and on Saturdays at the Ballet School?
O Because they can only have flamenco dancing lessons on Saturday.
O Because they dance in The Nutcracker at Christmas.
O Because the students are very busy.
O Because the National Ballet has those days off.

108

a hundred and eight
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Schools around the world
Maybe you are going to a secondary school that
teaches special subjects. There are secondary schools
that offer special sports classes, or that teach all the
lessons in English. In other parts of the world there are
schools that are special too.
Hanging out at school
What is cooler than going to a school where you can
learn to be a clown? At the Cirque du Monde schools,
students learn clowning, acrobatics, and other circus
skills in their P.E. classes. In this way, street kids in
countries like Brazil and Cameroon have a place to live
and also a way to earn money. Students from these
schools show their circus skills all over the world.
Follow that school
Students who go to Nomad Mobile Schools in Sudan,
Africa, don’t bring apples to their teachers and they
don’t bring chocolates either – they bring cows and
goats! Kids give the animals to their teachers, to thank
them for travelling with them. You see, the kids move
around as they look after camels and
cattle. The kids work during the day and study at night
in a ‘classroom’ that’s set up wherever they happen to
be. It’s an education-on-the-go!
On their toes
At Canada’s National Ballet School in Toronto, kids
mix French classes with flamenco dancing lessons
and Biology with ballet. Classes begin at 8:30 am for
these busy students. There are even dance classes on
Saturdays and in July! But most students say it’s worth
it – because they can dance with the National Ballet of
Canada. At Christmas they dance in the production of
The Nutcracker!

a hundred and nine
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Phrases to know
I like primary scho

ol and I like

secondary school
I like primary scho

too.

secondary school.

ol and I also like

I don’t like homew
like tests either.

ork and I don’t

3. Fill in.
Choose from: also – either – too
1. I like clowning and I

like sports classes.

2. I like sports classes and I like dance classes

.

3. I don’t like flamenco dancing and I don’t like ballet

.

Now make your own sentences.
4. I like

and I like

5. I like

and I

6. I don’t like

4.

.
like

.

and I don’t like

.

Watch the cartoon.

Why does the boy in the cartoon arrest his classmates?
He arrests his classmates because he wants to be a

110

.
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5. Get ready.
Imagine you are somebody from a special secondary school
and your classmate is from a different school. Prepare the
dialogue. Choose one of the schools in the unit or think of
another special school.
Which subjects are you good at?
What do you want to be when you grow up?
Which subjects do you need for that?

6.

Practise

You are going to talk to another student from a special secondary school.
Use the preparation you did in exercise 5.

Student A:

Greets student A.

Student B:

Answers the greeting. Asks which school student A is from.

Student A:

Says which school he / she is from. Asks which school student B is from.

Student B:

Answers. Asks which subjects student A is good at.

Student A:

Answers. Asks which subjects student B is good at.

Student B:

Answers. Asks what student A wants to be when he/she grows up.

Student A:

Answers.

Student B:

Asks which subjects student A needs for that.

Student A:

Answers. Asks what student B wants to be when he/she grows up.

Student B:

Answers.

Student A:

Asks which subjects student B needs for that.

Student B:

Answers. Says that is was nice talking to student A.

Student A:

Agrees.

7.

Act it out.

a hundred and eleven
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Finished? Do this.
True or False?
1. P.E. stands for physical education.

True / False

2. Vet is short for veterinarian.

True / False

3. A hairdresser sews a lot.

True / False

4. If you want to know a lot about everything you are noisy.

True / False

5. A geography teacher knows a lot about different countries.

True / False

6. You do experiments in a chemistry classroom.

True / False

7. When you work hard, you sometimes need a break.

True / False

8. On the timetable you can see what time your lesson starts.

True / False

Finished? Find out.
What do you know about professions? You can also look it up on the internet.
1. What do you want to be when you grow up? If you don’t know choose one of the
following professions: doctor – hairdresser – policeman – teacher

2. What kind of secondary school is necessary and which subjects?

3. What special skills do you need?
For example: an accountant needs to be good with numbers, a doctor has to like working
with people.

4. What do you like about that profession?

112
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Unit 5

lesson 5

Phrases to know
Daniel is a bit lazy. = Daniel is een beetje lui.
Daniel’s dad was a bit lazy. = Daniels vader was een beetje lui.
Daniel goes to maths class. = Daniel gaat naar wiskunde.
Daniel’s dad went to maths class. = Daniels vader ging naar wiskunde.
Daniel sits behind Grace in maths class. = Daniel zit achter Grace met wiskunde.
Daniel’s dad sat behind Vivienne in maths class = Daniels vader zat achter Vivienne met
wiskunde.
good – better – best = goed – beter – best
bad – worse – worst = slecht – slechter – slechtst
fast – faster – fastest = snel – sneller – snelst
slow – slower – slowest = langzaam – langzamer – langzaamst
beautiful – more beautiful – most beautiful = mooi – mooier – mooist
I like primary school and I like secondary school too = Ik vind de basisschool leuk en de
middelbare school ook.
I like primary school and I also like secondary school = Ik vind de basisschool leuk en de
middelbare school ook.
I don’t like homework and I don’t like tests either = Ik vind huiswerk niet leuk en toetsen ook
niet.
How do you say it?
Hebben we veel huiswerk? = Do we have a lot of homework?
Welk vak? = Which subject?
Welk onderwerp? = Which topic?
Wat wil je later worden? = What do you want to be when you grow up?
Ik wil dokter worden = I want to be a doctor.
Ik ben goed in ... = I’m good at ...

a hundred and thirteen
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Words to know
biology

biologie

musician

musicus

break

pauze

noisy

luidruchtig

chapter

hoofdstuk

chef

kok

P.E. - physical
education

lichamelijke
opvoeding (gym)

policeman

politieagent

chemistry

scheikunde

principal

schoolhoofd

dancer

danser

profession

beroep

disco

disco

result

resultaat

education

opleiding

English

Engels

expert

expert

fashion designer

modeontwerper

science

natuurwetenschappen

subject

schoolvak

test

toets

timetable

rooster

to earn money

geld verdienen

to explain

uitleggen

to sew

naaien

to study

studeren

French

Frans

geography

aardrijkskunde

grade

cijfer

hairdresser

kapper

history

geschiedenis

lazy

lui

mark

cijfer

to write lines

strafregels
schrijven

maths

wiskunde

topic

onderwerp

mistake

fout

vet, veterinarian

dierenarts

music

muziek

work

werk

114
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